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 CS 1.6 V49 update has gone online, which means that you can now join a game server as a guest or pay real money and play with your own money in games.You can check a big list of the games available here. You can now see the Counter-Strike. CS 1.6 V49: Operation Love This update is about online and offline multi-player games in Counter Strike 1.6. With Operation Love you can join any
game server (Protocol 47, Protocol 48 and double protocol – 47+48), this version of the game has only . Operation Love update has gone online, which means that you can now join a game server as a guest or pay real money and play with your own money in games.  CS 1.6 V49: The Richest Update in All Counter Strike History There are a lot of new features introduced in this version. Some of the
new features are: Admins can restrict the amount of money the players can make, depending on the players’ status in game, you can restrict the player to make more money for High Elo players, or maybe low Elo. The new players now get more points to start the game with, the number of points a new player will get will depend on the new player’s level, not only will you get points to start the game,

you can also get extra points for winning the game with your opponent, and for being part of a successful round or tournament. A new Top Scorers system was implemented, it shows players ranked based on the amount of points they have earned, each rank has its own prestige. Team Matchmaking, this feature will automatically search for a player on the server with a similar skill level, if it can’t find
one it will suggest you to join a game with a similar skill level. When you join a game as a guest, you can see some information about the person you are playing with, even if you are playing with a bot. This information include your name, score, and the current round of the game. Also you can see the “Stats”, which shows how your bot played the last three rounds. New Official Website, check the  CS

1.6 V49: New Features The game now has a ranking system, check the official update in detail here, check the Official Website CS 1.6 V49: Changes in the Rank and Elo system The 82157476af
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